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OFFSITE BACKUPS IN THE CLOUD
If there is one thing above all others that worrying about will keep a CIO awake at
night, it is that the company does not have an adequate backup and recovery plan in
place.
Data is valuable, and for some companies, absolutely critical. Yet it is surprising how
many businesses cut corners with their disaster recovery plans. Here at Rescue IT we
know how valuable your data is, and we want to help you protect it by using our cloud
based offsite backup service.

A Disaster Waiting to Happen
It is very easy to get lured in to the false comfort of
believing old, tried and tested backup regimes are
adequate. In recent years the volume of data that most
companies now store has grown exponentially, and old
backup plans may no longer be effective.

There are plenty of nasty statistics around that show just
how widespread of a problem inadequate backup cover
actually is. For example, some research published by
Hughes Marketing Group, shows that 90% of small
companies, those with less than 100 employees, have
spent less than 8 hours planning their backup, restore
and disaster recovery plans.
Let’s take things a little further, what happens if a critical
backup fails to provide full restore cover? In the last two
years, 50% of companies have suffered some form of
service loss through bad backups, and 81% of these had

to close their doors for a day or more.
That’s just a minor data loss. How about a major one? In
this situation, 80% of companies that experience this level
of interruption go out of business within 3 years. Fact!
Now that you know this, are you really sure that your
current backup and recovery plans are adequate? Do you

80% of companies that experience
this level of interruption go out of
business within 3 years. Fact!
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Rescue IT Has You Covered
We offer a full cloud based offsite backup service that can
cover just about any type of backup requirement. It is
quick to set up, and cost effective to run. Hardware costs
are nil, this is a purely network backup based service.
Below is a list of some of the features that make Rescue IT
cloud based backups one of the best cloud backup
services around:
Disk image backups – Take a snapshot of the entire file
system of both physical and virtual servers. The entire
image can be restored just as simply.
Agentless VMware backup - Agentless image-level VM
backups using certified APIs that restore directly to an ESX
server.

Why Choose Rescue IT?
Global competition, increased training
costs, out-of-date systems, rising prices and
lower margins are all obstacles in today’s
ever-changing marketplace. There are many
IT consulting firms that can plug in a generic
solution, but that won’t really solve your
business problems. That’s where Rescue IT
can help, by understanding your business
and providing customized solutions that
provide added value to all our customers.

Application aware backups – Improved backup
efficiency using block-level, incremental and VSS
integration.

Granular recovery – Restore just what you need, not
everything.
Microsoft Exchange – Support for MS Exchange 2007,
2010 and 2013.
Xen server backups – Backup entire virtual server farms
in one shot.
Instant CM recovery - A comprehensive data
protection solution designed to meet the needs of small
and medium businesses.
VM power replication - Agentless VMware, Hyper-V and
Disk Image Backups with Instant Recovery.
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